GRAPPLERS LOSE OPENER TO TUFTS

Engineer Basketball Team Meets Harvard

In Hangar Gym Tomorrow

Freshmen Trounce Jumbo Yearlings---Vassolotti
Elected to Lead Frosh

CLOSE CONTEST IS EXPECTED BY BOTH
TEAMS TOMORROW

Varsity Rots After Brown Game

---May Have Light Workout

This Evening

HARVARD TEAM STRONG

(Continued From Page 1)

by far Harvard's leader playing ball and is one of the most dangerous
basket shooters in the East. He is a
six feet six inches tall and is an
expert shot at the basket.

In their first game of the season, the Crimson totaled Northeastern a 45-38 defeat in which Upson seemed almost at will. Other men who
figured in this game were Captain Dave
O'Connell a second forward, Verrone
left forward and Inoa a left guard.

Three sophomores are regulars on the Crimson squad--Roland and Reif
and Stu in the half-back half-center. These men plus Downie and O'Connell at forward will probably complete the Harvard line-

up.

Annuance Tentative Shots

Coach McCarty will probably start with the same man that he used against Yale. Sabbo and Berg Allen will be the back men,

Dris. While Captain, Brockleson and Wicks are the two other men.

Dave Mettry and William McDowell were in considerable at guard while George Lawless will be at left guard.

As yet the freshman line-up is in
question, when a guard, who was elected for the position of right guard while

Edward Gartman will be at right guard.

It is possible that Paul Coughlin will be too much between Weller, Stockwell and Stu for right guard.

Freshman Quintet Loses

Hard Fought Contest To

Brown By a 28-22 Score

In the twilight game played this
season, Brown university's freshmen
downs the freshmen team 28-22 in a
demand game played at Pro-
vidence, Rhode Island, on Saturday afternoon. The margin was close throughout as it can be
seen from the scores, the men scored 11-10 in favor of the Brains at the end of
the half.

Brown had the added advantage of
playing on their own floor and this
was the only deciding factor in their victory. During the first part of the game they twice rather slow as
neither team made many

Both Teams Fight Hard

Towards the end of the half the
Engineers begin to catch up on the
Brown's in which the three teams become interest-
ing. The Cardinal and Greyhounds
hoped to overcome the lead estab-
lished by Brown, but the yellow and blue men came through in the last
12 minutes of the game and finally held steady 11-10 in favor of Brown.

Beaver Gymnasts

Hold Exhibitions

Harold Fairchild and Dave Wells
Have a Number of New
Series Perfected

Technologist's gymnasts will hold their
first performance of the season when they hold an exhibition at East

School of Physical Education at
tight o'clock tonight. This will be
the first performance of the gym-

class since Sports night and since
then the team members have per-

ished a number of new series.

Capricle, Fairchild and Moore have a

number of series on the horse
that are making perfection while

Kangaroo has a few tricks up his

sleeve. Kang and Harold Fairchild will also climb the rope.

Vassolotti for Position

Dave Wells will be in action on the

high bar tonight. He has mastered all of these pieces of apparatus. He
may not be able to add to his high

swings on the high bar and has per-

fected the series that he did at Sports night.

Norman Bell has several new

stunts that he has added to his series on the mat. He spared his ability in

practice about a month ago, but
now he is back in the saddle and many may also be seen in action on the mat. Bell will be the greatestUsed in large amounts of his time on the high-

wire.

---EVEFRETT MORSS '85

President

HENRY A. MOSS '83

Treasurer

SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES


FLAT COVERED CABLES AND WIRES--For underground service, of the best grade of wire. Designed for long life and exceptional wear. Especially adapted for high tension current. Will stand more abuse than other cables.
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